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ADA Checklist
GUIDELINE TO DO

Level AA compliance consists of the guidelines described within this document in addition to the Level A compliance guidelines.

1.2.4 Captions (Live)

Live videos have captions

1.2.5 Audio Descriptions (Pre-Recorded)

Users have access to audio description for video 
content

1.4.3 Contrast (Minimum)

Contrast ratio between text and background is at 
least 4:5:1

1.4.4 Resize Text

Text can be resized to 200% without loss of content 
or function

1.4.5 Images of Text

Don’t use images of text

2.4.5 Multiple Ways

Offer several ways to find pages

2.4.6 Headings and Labels

Use clear headings and labels

2.4.7 Focus Visible

Ensure keyboard focus is visible and clear

3.1.2 Language of Parts

Tell users when the language on a page changes

3.2.3 Consistent Navigation 

Use menus consistently

 Add captions to live video/live streaming

 Make alternate version of video with audio description 
soundtrack and link to it near the original content. Audio 
description must include everything that might be lost to a 
visually impaired user

 Use light background and dark text or dark background with 
light text. All colors used must conform

 Some users use text only browsers. Don’t use image of text 
when you can use plain text.

 Use CSS to style heading

 Clear consistent navigation

 Search function on every page or a site map

 Use informative headings and subheadings, when appropriate, 
to aid navigation

 Label all elements

 Make keyboard focus visible on all elements so users 
understand where they are on the page (good HTML/CSS site 
will conform to this guideline)

 Set your website’s main language by metatag

 Add language attribute to content that isn’t in the main 
language

 Keep navigation in same location on all pages

 Present options in same order on all pages

 Keep standard elements in same location on all pages

(Using a standard template will help you meet these guidelines)

– Level AA
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It is important to understand that no accessibility testing tool can provide complete coverage, even at the single Success Criterion level. Automated 
testing is not a replacement for manual testing, use case testing, or usability testing. Instead, automated testing is an important component of a robust 
accessibility and quality program and should be viewed as such.

3.2.4 Consistent Identification

Use icons and buttons consistently

3.3.3 Error Suggestion

Suggest fixes when users make errors

3.3.4 Error Prevention (Legal, Financial, Data)

Reduce the risk of input errors for sensitive data

 Ensure icons used are consistent

 Elements with same function are labeled and named 
consistently, OR

 Elements with same function have consistent text alternative

 Forms identify input errors

 When error is missing a required field, communicate with user 
via a text suggestion

 If error is format, suggestion shows correct format

 If error is because input needed to be from a limited list of 
values, provide these values and explain them

Make sure that:

 Legal commitments, financial transactions, test responses, and 
changes to user controlled data are reversible, OR

 Legal commitments, financial transactions, test responses, or 
changes to user controlled data are checked for input errors 
and user is given a chance to correct mistakes, OR

 Add confirmation page to data input submission that 
summarizes input and outcome with option to correct

– Level AA
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